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Context and justification:
Performing Mammography for breast implants is challenging (1)

Swiss context (2): variability in

Technique & protocols

Projections performed (CC, MLO, ML)

Eklund / non Eklund

Compression force

Exposure parameters

Impact on radiographers role
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Purpose:

1. To identifiy the most relevant image criteria that can be applied in the analysis of 
mammography exams performed in patients with breast implants (BI).               
Identify image quality criteria that are currently in use to assess BI mammographies, 
according to radiologists and radiographers’ perspectives and explore the level of 
agreement about criteria priority (2 rounds Dephi)

2. Quantify the success of the quality criteria applied in standard mammography on a 
sample of mammography with BI.

3. Propose criteria that could be taken into account when assessing the quality of a 
mammography with BI.



Methods:

Literature review: Guidelines → EUREF, EUSOMA, CH guidelines

Delphi: a 2 rounds Delphi method, using a questionnaire was applied to identifiy the 
level of agreement between experts, asking to rank each image criteria to 4 possible 
answers: 1=need to have, 2=nice to have, 3=not pertinent/appropriate, 4=don’t know

BI mammograms analysis: 



Image quality criteria/guidelines



Image quality criteria/guidelines



Results: Delphi rounds

Response rate: first round 100% (n=10), second round 90%

Radiographers and radiologists did not agree to ranking 11 criteria for image quality assessment

for the most common projections (CC and MLO) performed in women with BI.

The criteria considered as most relevant by radiographers to assess CC images were

definition/sharpness of breast tissues, nipple on profile, spread of breast tissue.

Radiologists referred the alignment of breast with the detector’s center as “need to have” and

also definition/sharpness of breast tissues. Radiographers considered as important in MLO views

to visualize the inframammary angle and the visibility of inferior tissues, while radiologists were

looking to the artefacts, nipple not superimposed to breast tissues, absence of skin folders and

definition/sharpness of breast tissues.

Kendall’s Coefficient of Concordance was performed to verify the level of agreement between the

two professional groups and the differences were visible.



Résults: Delphi
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Results Delphi



Results: BI mammograms analysis

- Images from Breast Cancer Screening Programmes 2016 (VD & GE)



Results: image analysis
1207 images



Results: image analysis
Implant location and Eklund maneuvre:

significant impact on visible anatomy (p<0.005)



Results: image analysis
Positioning:

Visibility of the mammary gland is the most important criterion for standard 
mammography and retroglandular fat is an indicator to assess this criterion

In BI mammography, retroglandular fat is found to be absent in:

87% of CCs

38.3% of MLOs and 67.5% of MLs

30% of posterior tissue cut on the CC

medial part of the gland cut in 91.7% of the CC

Infra mammary fold absent in 55.1% of MLOs and 97.5% of MLs



Results:
Artifacts:

Disturbing artifacts in 5% of CC, 7% of MLOs and 1% ML

Artifacts related to image processing problems and are directly related to the presence of 
the implant

Sharpness:

Blurred images in 5% of CCs, 4% of MLOs and 1% of MLs

In standard mammography, any blurred images, even partially, must be repeated!



Results & discussion
Breast centering on the detector was correlated with more frequent visualization of 
posterior breast tissue (p<0.001), retro glandular fat (p=0.001), upper tissue (p<0.001), 
lower tissue (p<0.01). 

The centering of the breast in the middle of the detector will be proposed as a criterion 
for all projections.



Results & discussion
Visibility of the anterior edge of the implant for Eklund maneuvered images was 
correlated with more frequent visualization of posterior breast tissue and retroglandular
fat (p<0.001), regardless of the location of the prosthesis.

The quantity of the implant present on the image, measured in mm on the PNL (Pectoral 
Nipple Line), has no impact on the visualization of breast tissue, but the increase in the 
quantity of the prosthesis present on the image has been correlated with a higher 
frequency of images with poor spreading of the gland. The presence of the anterior edge 
of the prosthesis could be proposed as a criterion for the CC incidence with Eklund
manoeuvre.



Results & discussion
Level of the lower tip of the pectoral muscle at nipple level is a criterion associated with 
the proper visualization of posterior breast tissue in standard mammography. In BI 
mammography, only 35% of the images reached this level. In addition, this criterion 
showed a high dependence on the implant location. When the prosthesis was in the retro 
glandular position, only 2% of the images met this criterion, while 76% of the images met 
this criterion when the prosthesis was in the retro pectoral position. (p<0,001).



Final considerations
- The criteria describing the complete visualization of breast tissue used in standard 

mammography are not relevant in BI mammography

- Adjustments are required according to the location of the implant

- The results show that professionals need a thorough knowledge of breast implants 
and their impact on the image

- Need for co-constructed guidelines between radiologists and radiographers
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